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MR M. HYLAND appeared on behalf of Mr J. McNeil
MR C. WALLER appeared on behalf of the RVL Stewards
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CHAIRMAN: Mr Jye McNeil, you have pleaded not guilty to a charge of
careless riding, in that at Echuca on 31 December last in race 2 over
1000 metres, you permitted your mount, Johnny Handsome, to shift out when
not sufficiently clear of Persue, ridden by Jess Philpot, hampering it and taking
it off its course. This in turn resulted in Nurse Finch, ridden by John Keating,
to be restrained and further interference to be caused to Greetings Ned and
Bright Steel which were further out.

The incident upon which the Stewards rely occurred on or very shortly after the
home turn. The Stewards expressed the view that the carelessness was in the
low range and imposed a suspension of seven meetings. You are appealing
against both the decision and the severity of the penalty.

I have viewed the video many times. There is no doubt that interference was
caused to John Keating's mount and that this also resulted in two horses to his
outside being hampered. There is also no doubt that you moved your mount
outward from behind the horse ridden by Nikita Beriman which had been
racing to the outside of the leader. I also accept that Ms Beriman's mount did
drift or hang out around the home turn.

During the course of the interview with jockeys after the race, Ms Beriman
effectively said that what occurred was nothing to do with her and she was
asked no further questions, either by the Stewards or by yourself. In my
opinion, the video shows that you opted to come out from behind Nikita
Beriman's mount when you were not sufficiently clear of Jess Philpot's mount.
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You opted not to restrain your mount if Nikita Beriman's horse was starting to
pose a problem, but rather to continue on a path around her, and it was this that
caused the interference with John Keating's mount and the horses on its
outside. You moved out and continued to ride your horse along when not
sufficiently clear of Jess Philpot's mount.

As stated, if Ms Beriman's horse was causing a problem, there is no evidence
of any attempt on your part to take hold of your mount but rather you opted to
continue to ride along and get out or complete the getting out from behind her,
and in my view this constitutes careless riding.

Despite Mr Hyland's forceful and well-reasoned submissions on your behalf,
the charge has been made out and the appeal against the decision is dismissed.
In the circumstances, I will reduce the penalty to five meetings.
---
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